
Monday.

List Term 4 Week 3
1 active 9 biennial

2 tripod 10 initiative

3 bicycle 11 conservative

4 sensitive 12 monotonous

5 monopoly 13 bipartisan

6 triangle 14 trigonometry

7 positive 15 inquisitive

8 expressive 16 lucrative

Focus: Suffix ive and Prefixes: mono, bi and tri
The suffix ive means having to do with. The prefixes mono -
means one, bi - means two and tri- means three

To make your spelling list of 20 words, choose the incorrect
pre-test words from the list above and the balance of words from
a combination of:

- The words you need to learn from the Year 6 Core list
- Words you have spelt incorrectly from your spelling booklet
- Word corrections you need to learn from your writing
- Words from the HSIE and Science lists provided.



Tuesday.

Dictionary Meanings, Alpha-Order,
Syllables and POS

1. Write your list in alphabetical order.
2. Show the syllables for all words in your list.
3. Identify the part of speech for all words in your list.
4. Create a crossword using your list words.
5. Write four of your words using a code of your choice OR
6. Choose four words from your list to illustrate.



Wednesday.

Wordworks
Writing
Write a description of a bicycle
Write for five minutes without stopping and no talking. Definitely use ban the boring,
show don’t tell and your 5 senses +1
Peer editing - check spelling, punctuation and grammar
Give yourself 2 stars and a wish. 2 stars - 2 aspects of your writing that you did well
and a wish something that you want to try next week to improve your writing.

Commonly confused words
The words in the following list are commonly confused and used inappropriately in
sentences. Write meaningful sentences to demonstrate your understanding of the
word.
monologue and dialogue, bisect and dissect, biennial and biannual, bilingual and
multilingual

Word families
Create a word family for each of these words by adding prefixes and/or suffixes,
remember do not use word endings: ‘s’, ‘ed’ and ‘ing’.
attract, sense, product, conserve, and initiate

Making Adverbs
Make adverbs by adding “ly” to these words.
active, attractive, intensive, sensitive, impulsive, impressive, expensive, productive,
conclusive, pervasive.

Word Target (Optional activity)
Find as many words as you can using the following word target.
Rules: no plurals, proper nouns and your words must contain the central letter.

V I N

S E T

S E I



Thursday.

All about the Rules
Editing Sentences
The following sentences have errors write them correctly, underline the
corrections you make:

1. teechas strugel wif brockin piontes so the dipahtmint reccomindid
they seperite theyre purmanint mahkas (11 sp 2 punc)

2. its difakilt to fotagraf acktiv peeps so yousing a trypud and moshin
sencitiv kamra is addviced (10 sp 3 punc)

3. the monutinis lesins where borring so studints kneadid to be
konsirvitave insted of ekspresiv in there eyedeeas (11 sp 2 punc)

4. enjinearin kareahs are lookratav but are ownley opin to those who
are inkwisativ abowt tryganomitrey (8 sp 3 punc)

(40 spelling errors, 10 punctuation errors)

Word etymology:
Find the origin of 5 words from your list.

Be Creative:
Use the words from your word-building activity and making adverbs to create a word
cloud. See the task on classroom.

Cloze Activity:
Choose the correct word from the box to fit in the blank space, you may need to add
a suffix or prefix to the word for it to fit in the sentence:

express          act          cycle         sensitive        conserve

1. A ________ has two wheels and a ____________ has three wheels.
2. Health experts believe an _________ lifestyle reduces heart disease.
3. They treated the timid dog ______ and carefully.
4. The girl danced _________ and won first place.
5. You need to behave ________ in a church to show respect.



Here is the forecast.
There is a strong wind warning for coastal waters. Today will  be partly cloudy with a shower or two. We can expect moderate south to southeast winds, becoming stronger near the coast in the afternoon. Looking ahead, there will be a few showers tomorrow morning but becoming finer as winds ease.

Here
There
for c
be pa
or two
south 

Unit 5: The surfer’s best friend

46



B
The largest recorded wave in history

474744

rock slide here

Badger here



In the texts

48

1 a Talking Surf! is a  g __________________      .  

 b In what types of books would you find one?

                                                                                                      

 c What is its purpose?

                                                                                                      

2 a In what forms of media are forecasts found? 

  Say whether each is spoken (S) or written (W).

                                                                                                      

                                                                                                      

 b In what form of media do you think the forecast on page 46 was found?

                                                                                                      

 c List some occupations that use weather forecasts.

                                                                                                      

                                                                                                      

3 What does SMS mean? What advantages does an SMS text have over other texts?

                                                                                                        

 

4 a What events does The largest recorded wave in history recall? What is the purpose of 

  this text?                                                                                           

                                                                                                      

 b  Who might have written this recount?

                                                                                                      

5  Proper nouns start with capital letters. Find the proper nouns in the texts on pages 46–47 

 to fit the descriptions below. Use colons to separate the descriptions from the proper nouns.

 a a surfing great                                                                              

 b an island state                                                                                

 c a glacier                                                                                

 d a country                                                                                

 e a man and a woman                                                                               

 f a fishing boat                                                                                

 g a long fjord                                                                              

 h a pair of people                                                                               



6 If you wanted to find out more about surfing, what would you read?

                                                                                                        

                                                                                                        

7 If you read a narrative about surfing, what could be an interesting complication 

 in the story?                                                                                         

                                                                                                        

                                                                                                        

8 Quotation marks show the exact words of a speaker in a text, such as a recount. Find a 

 quote from Bill Swanson on page 47, and write it here with correct punctuation.

                                                                                                        

                                                                                                        

9 Dashes isolate words in a group, just as parentheses do, but they have a stronger effect. 

 Find where they are used on page 47. Highlight the sentences and practise reading them aloud.

 Pause at the dashes.      Done

1  Write definitions for the following words. Use colons to separate the word from its definition. 

 a fjord                                                                                               

                                                                                                      

 b glacier                                                                                             

                                                                                                      

 c trawler                                                                                             

                                                                                                      

 d tsunami                                                                                            

                                                                                                      

2 What are some differences between Alaska and Hawaii?

49

Read and learn

                 

                             

                 

en Alaska and Hawaii?
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3 Number the events in the order in which they happened to the Swansons.

  an earthquake loosened a huge amount of rock from the mountains

  the Lituya Glacier appeared to jump and shake

  the Swansons felt an earthquake

  the rock pushed a huge wave up the opposite side of the fjord

 1  Mr and Mrs Swanson anchored their trawler, The Badger

  the wave snapped the anchor chain

  the water fell back into the fjord

  the wave took several minutes to reach the trawler

  the Swansons were rescued later by another trawler

  The Badger rode the wave backwards out of the bay

4 a What nationality was Duke Kahanamoku? 

 b How many years ago was he born?                                                       

 c Why is he famous?                                                                               

                                                                                                     

 d Why do you think his actions at Newport Beach are considered heroic?

                                                                                                     

5 In the weather forecast, which words show a level of force?

                                                                                                        

6 Use five words from Talking Surf! in your own sentences.

7 In the SMS message, what do you think these terms mean?

 a Curly                                                                                              

                                                                                                     

 b Swell picking up          

       

    

  

50
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Your turn
1 In The largest recorded wave in history, highlight the 

 introduction, number the series of events and underline 

 the conclusion.             Done

2 Write a recount of an experience you have had in water — in the surf, in a pool, or in a 

 river or dam. Were you alone? Was it fun or dangerous? What happened at the end?

51

A recount tells what happened, in 
the order it happened. It has:

time, setting and who was 
 involved

 
past tense

___   ___   ___   ___   ___   ___   ___  

___   ___   ___   ___   ___   ___   ___  

_

_



Indirect speech
Indirect speech, or reported speech, reports what someone has said without repeating the

exact words. It uses verbs in the past tense and often uses the word that.

direct speech: “It was jumping and shaking,” exclaimed Mr Swanson.

indirect speech: Mr Swanson said that the glacier was jumping and shaking. Mrs Swanson told 

us that she had been petrified with fear during the ordeal.

1  Write the following sentences of direct speech as indirect speech.

 a  “I just did what any person would do,” said Duke Kahanamoku.

 b  “How many times did you go out and back?” asked reporter Jim Keen.

 c  The Duke replied, “I guess it was about three times.”

 d  “Can you teach me to surf?” my nephew implored.

 e  “I will if I have the time,” I answered.

2  Write the following sentences of indirect speech as direct speech.

 a  Jamie told me that he had been practising in big surf, so he wasn’t afraid.

 b  Mr Swanson told the police that his boat had been tossed about by a wave.

 c Ben decided that he would go surfing at Curl Curl tomorrow. Ali wanted to know why. 

  Ben told him that the surf would be better then.

52



 d Dad wanted to know if I had heard the forecast. I told him I heard it this morning. 

  It wasn’t good; there were storms coming this afternoon. 

3 Write the following conversation as indirect speech.

4 Describe what you might hear if you were listening to the people in this scene. 

 Use only indirect speech.

53

Jack, I need you to play 
this week. How’s that 

ankle?

Much better, sir,  
I’ll be ready.

Mr Franks, is the 
game on Friday night 
or Saturday morning?



Name of book;
Date Summary

Mon ______

Tue ______

Wed ______

Thur ______

Fri ______
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Cube Patterns 2

Calculate the number of cubes in each of these designs.
Explain how you arrived at each answer.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
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Sweet Tooth Problems

Make 

sure
 you 

can s
olve 

your
 own que

stion
s.

Name: Sweet Tooth
height: 27.6 cm tall
selling price: $29.75
cost of material: $3.89
cost of labour: $8.75
mass: 0.78 kg

1. How much would 10 Sweet Tooth teddy bears cost?  
 Show your work.

2. Make up at least three more Sweet Tooth questions.  
 Share them with a partner.
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A Missing Calculator Key

Suppose you have to use a damaged calculator. It does not have a 2 key. 
Explain how you could still use the calculator to answer each of these.

1. 

256 + 175

 
2. 200 - 86

3.  
 

25 × 15

2000   8

1

0 . =

4 5

7

M

8

M+

3

6

9

M– C

÷

×

–

+

R 
C

%

4.
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Mental Mathematics

Work out each answer in your head. Explain how you did each one.

 1.  52

   37

                 +18

2.  265 – 88

3.  27 × 5

Can you do each one in 
another way?
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Working Out Your Age

Show how you got each answer.

1. How many years old are you?

2. How many months old are you?

3. How many days old are you?

4. How many hours old are you?

5. How many meals old are you?

6. How many haircuts old are you?

7. Make up two more interesting ways of stating your age.

I am 103 
weekends old.
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Frog Jumping Patterns

A frog starts at 0 on the number line and jumps 5 units to the  
right and then 3 units to the left. The frog moves along the line  
by repeating these two jumps. 

 

 0        1         2         3         4 5 6  7  8  9 10      

1. Copy and complete this table.

2.  Which numbers will the frog not land on? Explain. 
 
3.  Describe the pattern of the numbers on which the frog lands. 
 
4.  On which jump will the frog land on 70? Explain how you got  
 your answer. 
 
5. Change the frog’s jumping pattern. Repeat questions 1 to 4 for  
 this jumping pattern.

Jump 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Number 
Landed On

5 2
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Creating Your Own Number Patterns

1.  Write a number pattern where 100 is the third number in the   
 pattern. Describe the pattern rule you used.

2.  Write a number pattern where 11/10 is the fourth number in the  
 pattern.  Describe the pattern rule you used.

3.  Write a number pattern where 2.3 is the fifth number in the   
 pattern.  Describe the pattern rule you used.

4.  Write a number pattern where 5.20 is the sixth number in the   
 pattern.  Describe the pattern rule you used.

5.  Repeat questions #1 to #4. In each, come up with a different   
 number pattern to answer each question.
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Numble Pairs

1.  Which of these are Numble Pairs? Explain about the rule you used. 

 [3, 8]    [6, 36]    [5, 15]    [7, 49]    [16, 256]    [28, 484]

2.  Work with a classmate to make up your own Numble Pair puzzle.  
 Write your rule on the back of your puzzle. Ask other students to  
 guess your rule.

These things are Numble Pairs.

[4, 16]     [13, 169]     [1, 1]    [10, 100]   

These things are not Numble Pairs.

[6, 22]     [5, 50]     [0, 2]    [8, 12] 
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The Tile Tower

A tower 1 story tall needs 1 tile.     

A tower 2 stories tall needs 4 tiles.  

A tower 3 stories tall needs 9 tiles

A tower 4 stories tall needs 16 tiles.    

1.  Describe a pattern you see in these pictures.

2.  How many tiles will you need for the next tower?

3.  How many tiles will you need for a tower that is 10 stories tall?

4.  Explain how you solved this problem using words, pictures 
 or a chart. Compare your answer with a partner.

5.  State the rule that tells you how to find the number of tiles in a  
 tower with any number of stories. Give an example with a really  
 tall tower.
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Magic Beans

Mrs Kovalev planted a row of 100 magic beans, each of them 10 cm apart.   
Mr Kovalev planted a row of 100 ordinary beans, each of them 30 cm apart. 
 
   

       

  
 
Unfortunately Mr Kovalev planted his ordinary beans in the same 
row as the magic beans. That meant that his first ordinary bean was 
planted right on top of the first magic bean. Because of this, the first 
magic bean would never grow. 
 
Ordinary beans 

1                2               3                4                5                6                7

Magic beans 

1    2     3    4     5     6    7    8    9   10   11  12   13   14  15  16   17   18  19   20  

 

 
 
 
 
1.  Which of the first 20 magic beans would never grow because of the  
 way Mr Kovalev planted his beans?  
 
2. Will the 100th magic bean have a chance to grow?  
 Justify your answer. 
 
3. How would your answers to #1 and #2 change if Mr. Kovalev had 
 planted his beans: 

  a) 20 cm apart?    

  b) 5 cm apart?     

  c) 8 cm apart?

 0 cm  10 cm          20 cm     30 cm          40 cm          50 cm          60 cm

Ordinary 
Beans

Magic 
Beans
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Pinning Up Poems

Every day for 25 school days Mr Jones pinned up a poem written by one  
of his students. He pinned them up in a long row, using thumbtacks. 

  Day 1      Day 2          Day 3      

1.  Keep track of the total number of thumbtacks used.  
 Use a table like this one.

 
 
 
2.  How many thumbtacks will be used to post all 25 poems?
 
3.  A bridge over a river is being built of giant rectangular concrete    
 roadway sections, supported by concrete pillars. How many pillars    
 would be needed to support 15 of these sections? Explain how  
 you arrived at  your answer.
 

4.  An oil pipeline is welded in sections and supported on pairs of concrete  
 legs. How many pairs of support legs are needed to hold up 20 sections  
 of pipeline? Explain how you arrived at your answer.

Day 1 2 3 4 5 6

Number of Thumbtacks Used 4 6 8 10
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Solving Biscuit Equations

Lee likes to bake biscuits. He boxes them and gives them to  
friends as gifts.

In this activity you are asked to invent a biscuit story to go with each 
equation. You are also asked to figure out how many biscuits  must be  
in the box. 

Example:

EQUATION         (POSSIBLE) STORY
(BOX) x 5 = 100       “Five boxes of Lee’s biscuits hold a   
             total of 100 biscuits.” This means that  
             the box must contain 20 biscuits  
             (because 20 x 5 = 100).

Invent a biscuit story for each equation.  
Then figure out how many biscuits are in a box.

1. 6 x (box) = 186

2.  (box) + 108 = 312

3.  (box) - 72 = 255
 
4.  (box) x 20 = 800

5. 2 x (box) + 150 = 400

6.  Invent 2 more biscuit equations.  
 Include stories and solutions.
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Canteen Food

 Refer to the menu when answering each question. 
For each question, show how you arrived at each answer. 
 
1.  How much would 4 Cheese and Salad Rolls cost? 
 
2.  How much would you pay for a Chicken & Salad Wrap, 
  2 Fruit & Coconut Balls, and a Small Fresh Apple Juice? 
 
3. How much change would you get back from $10 if  
 you bought a Ham & Salad Sandwich and a Small Fresh  
 Apple Juice? 
 
4.  Create two more questions. Exchange with a partner.  
 Solve each others questions and check each other's work.

Eat Well Canteen Menu
•	Chicken	Sushi		 	 $1.50
 
•	Ham	&	Salad	Sandwich	 $1.99
 
•	Chicken	&	Salad	Wrap		 $2.25
 
•	Cheese	&	Salad	Roll			 $2.90

•	Fruit	&	Coconut	Balls		 	
 Two $0.75 
 Four $1.40
•	Fruit	Skewers			  
 One  $0.80
            Two  $1.50
•	Fresh	Apple	Juice			  
 Small  $0.70
            Large  $1.00

•	Banana	Smoothie		 	 $2.35
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Rectangles

How many rectangles are there in this picture?

1. To answer this question, first answer these simpler questions.  
 How many rectangles are there in each of these pictures?

 
 Picture Width     1  2  3  4  5 
 Number of Rectangles 1 

2. Look for a pattern in your answers to #1. Use this pattern to help you   
 answer the original question. Explain how you got your answer.
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Zigzags On The Hundred Chart

The hundred chart contains many interesting patterns. 
Here is a Zigzag.

 
 
 
1. Add the two outer numbers. Then add the two  
 inner numbers. What do you notice about the sums?
 Outer numbers:  15 + 54 = ?
 Inner numbers:  34 + 35 = ?

2. Shade in at least four more Zigzags and find the pairs of sums. 

3. Describe the pattern. 
 
4. Find out if this patterns works for Zigzags that: 
  (a) run the opposite way 
  (b) are on their side 
 
 Use words, drawings and/or symbols to describe your findings.     
 Share them with a partner.

 
Use a 

Calculator

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
 
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 
 
31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 
 
41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 
 
51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60

61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70

71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80

81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90

91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100
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Finding Patterns in Multiplication

1. Arrange these five numbers, one in each box, to produce:
 (a) the greatest possible product, and 
 (b) the least possible product.

2.  Notice the placement of the five numbers.   
 What patterns do you see?

3. Try three more pairs of examples with your own numbers.  
 Use your patterns for finding greatest and least products.

4.  Use words, drawings and/or symbols to explain your patterns  
 and justify your solutions.

 
Use a 

Calcula
tor

x
3,5,1,4,2
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Extended Tasks
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Match’em Up

1. 
Population of a 
large school

2. 
The number 
of dots

3. 
Small box of 
paperclips

4. 
The number of 
1 cm × 1 cm × 
1 cm cubes to 
build a large cube 
10 cm × 10 cm × 
10 cm

5. 
A handful of 
marbles

6. 
Number of cars 
in the school 
parking lot

7. 
Number of words 
on this page

8. 
Number of glasses 
of water you 
drink in one week

Which of the boxes above match what the two spinners are saying? 
(Your teacher will provide larger spinners.)

Your Challenge
1. One partner spins both spinners,   
 using a paper clip. The other partner 
  finds the pictures to match. Take    
 turns. Record any two of your     
 responses.
2. Now play the game using your own  
 set of pictures. Record any two of 
 your responses.

Be 
prepared to justify 

your answers

Work 

with a
 part

ner

MORE 
THAN

LESS 
THAN

MUCH 
LESS  

THAN

MUCH 
MORE 
THAN

ABOUT

10 500

100

501000

10 000
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Numbers, Numbers Everywhere 1

You meet numbers everyday, in many ways.
Study these sample situations. They all give numbers between  
0 and 1000.

0 1000

0 1000

64  The number of    
  chairs in 8 rows  
  of 8 chairs

500  The cost of 50,   
        $10 pizzas

365  The number      
        of days in a year

1000  The number  
          of metres in   
      a kilometre

Invent at least five more situations that give numbers between  
0 and 1000. Locate them accurately on a number line.
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Invent at least five more situations that give numbers between  
0 and 100 000.
Locate them as accurately as you can on a number line.

Numbers, Numbers Everywhere 2

You meet numbers everyday, in many ways.
Study these sample situations. They all give numbers between 
0 and 100 000.

0 100 000

0 100 000

22 000 The population 
of our town

86 400 The number of 
seconds in a day 
60 × 60 × 24

36 500 The number of 
days in 100 years

100 000 The number of 
centimetres in 
a kilometre

45 000 The cost of 
a sports car
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Shopping in Your Class Store

Everyone has to become a wise shopper.
In this activity you will turn your classroom into a supermarket where 
you will be able to practise shopping.

Your Challenge

1. Vegetables and things to drink are two types of foods you will find  
 in most supermarkets. List other kinds of foods that you would  
 expect to find.

2. Divide into groups. Each group should pick one type of food listed  
 in (1). Collect pictures of foods of this type. Paste them on cards.  
 Add their usual price. Set them out as part of the store.

3. Pick one of these situations and go shopping. When you have   
 finished shopping, write up a report on what you did to solve  
 the problem.

 Trip 1: You need food to make school lunches for at least one    
 week. Plan these lunches. Then make a shopping list of the  
 food you need to buy. Get some play money. Go shopping

 Trip 2: Plan the food you would like to take on a class picnic.  
 Make a shopping list of the food you need to buy. Get some  
 money and go shopping. Explain how you tried to keep  
 the cost of the picnic low.

 Trip 3: You want to have a birthday party at your home. You cannot  
 invite more than ten friends. Plan what you want to eat.   
 Make a shopping list. Get some play money and go     
 shopping.

 Trip 4: You have to buy food for dinner tonight. Plan the meal.  
 Get some play money and buy the food.

 Trip 5: Make up a shopping problem of your own. Solve it.
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Making a 100 Book

Here is how to make a Number Book.

Start with a strip of paper.

Fold one end.

Cut four or five pages 
to fit into the book.

Staple pages into the 
book. Close cover. 
Print a number on the 
outside cover.

Put a number story on 
each page. Each story 
should tell about the 
number on the cover.

Close the cover.

Story 1. There were 10 packages of donuts. There were 10 donuts in 
a package.

Story 2. The number of legs on 25 cows.

Story 3. The number of 5-cent pieces in $5.

Story 4. Six rows of 6 chairs is added to eight rows of 8 chairs.

Your Challenge
Make up at least five more stories about 100 and put them in a 
number book.

25-30cm long

5-10cm 
wide

1/2 1/2

100 Book

100 Book
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Making a 1000 Book

Here is how to make a Number Book.

Start with a strip of paper.

Fold one end.

Cut four or five pages 
to fit into the book.

Staple pages into the 
book. Close cover. 
Print a number on the 
outside cover.

Put a number story on 
each page. Each story 
should tell about the 
number on the cover.

Close the cover.

25-30cm long

5-10cm 
wide

1/2 1/2

1000 Book

1000 Book

Story 1. The number of 1-cent coins in $10.00

Story 2. The number of mL in one litre.

Story 3. Ten groups of 100.

Story 4. Four more than 8 dozen eggs.

Your Challenge
Make up at least five more stories about 1000 and put them in a 
number book.
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Estimations! 1

A
53 
27 

+ 77

B
138 
– 97

C
50 

× 10

D
252 ÷ 6

E
100 ÷ 10

F
80 × 100

G
1000 + 100 + 10 + 1

H
1000 – 100 – 10 – 1

Which of the expressions match what the two spinners are saying? 
(Your teacher will provide larger spinners.)

MORE 
THAN

LESS 
THAN

MUCH 
LESS  

THAN

MUCH 
MORE 
THAN

ABOUT

Be 
prepared to justify 

your answers

Work 

with a
 part

ner

Your Challenge

1. One partner spins both spinners, using a paper clip.  
 The other partner finds the expressions to match. Take turns.

2. Now play the game using your own set of number problems.

10

5000

100 50

1000

10 000

1

5
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Estimations! 2

Each box contains an arithmetic expression.

A
3400 
2700 

+ 5600

B
1387 
– 976

C
55 

× 40

D
2562 ÷ 6

E
1780 ÷ 10

F
85 

× 65

G
40 000 + 50 000 

+ 20 000 + 10 000

H
7 × 8 × 9

Which of these eight expressions match what the two spinners are 
saying?

Be 
prepared to justify 

your answers

Work 

with a
 part

ner

Your teacher will provide larger spinners.

Your Challenge

1. One partner spins both spinners, using a paper clip.  
 The other partner finds the expressions to match. Take turns.

2. Now play the game using your own set of number problems.

MORE 
THAN

LESS 
THAN

MUCH 
LESS  

THAN

MUCH 
MORE 
THAN

ABOUT

10

5000

100 50

1000

10 000

1

5
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The Ant Farm Game

1 2 3 4 5 6 5 4 3 2 1

2

1

3

4

5

6

5

4

3

2

1

2

1

3

4

5

6

5

4

3

2

1

1 2 3 4 5 6 5 4 3 2 1

1 2

3

45

6
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The Ant Farm: A Game for Two

Goal of the Game: Be the first to collect 240 to 260 ants, enough ants 
to start an ant farm.

Rules of the Game
1. Decide who spins first. 
2. First person spins a number.
3 Place a clear acetate divider, either vertically or horizontally, along
 the grid line of the number shown on the spinner. This divides the
 ants in two groups. 
4. The second person spins the spinner and places another clear 
 acetate divider along the number the spinner shows, again either
 vertically or horizontally. This divides the ants into 3 or 4 groups 
5. The first person picks any one of the 3 or 4 groups of ants. 
 S/he tells the other player how many ants are in that group. 
 If the answer is correct, s/he adds that number to his/her total.
6. The second player selects one of the remaining groups of ants. 
 S/he tells the other player how many ants are in that group. 
 If the answer is correct, the number is added to his/her total.
7. The first person to get a total between 240 and 260 wins.

Example Game
1. Player 1 spins the number 5, and draws thin line as shown below.
2. Player 2 spins the number 3, and draws a thick line as shown.
3. Player 1 chooses the 8 × 6 array (lower right) for 48 points.
4. Player 2 chooses the 8 × 4 array (lower left) for 32 points

Questions  
1. Has player 2 received the 
 highest score possible?
2. What would be the results 
 if the line had been placed  
 using the ‘vertical' number  
 3 instead?

Your Challenge 

1. Play the game several 
 times with a partner.
2. Explain your strategy 
 for winning.
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Big Rig Problems

Name: Big Rig
Height: 12.5 cm
Length: 39.4 cm
Mass: 1.5 kg
Cost: $48.99
Number of tyres: 8

Your Challenge

1. With a partner, create and record three or more problems based  
 on the facts about Big Rig.

2. Research facts about a different object and record at least five  
 pieces of information. Create and record three or more    
 problems using your facts.

Make 
sure you can answer 
your own questions



RAA WORKOUT 1

1

0.5KM

5 V SITS 5 PUSH UPS

30 SEC REST

6 SQUATS 10 JUMPING 
JACKS

5 PLANK JACKS 5 DEEP 
BREATHS

2

30 SEC REST

3

Try this workout song
'Can't Stop the Feeling'
Justin Timberlake

Race Around Australia is proudly brought to you by the School Sport Unit.

Click each image for
exercise technique
instruction

https://app.education.nsw.gov.au/sport/File/4549
https://app.education.nsw.gov.au/sport/File/4542
https://app.education.nsw.gov.au/sport/File/4545
https://app.education.nsw.gov.au/sport/File/4551
https://app.education.nsw.gov.au/sport/File/4541
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VUdeIFQtDYU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VUdeIFQtDYU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VUdeIFQtDYU
https://app.education.nsw.gov.au/sport/


RAA WORKOUT 2
0.5KM

8 LATERAL JUMPS

1
10 JUMPING JACKS 15 SEC SKIPPING

30 SEC REST

7 MOUNTAIN
CLIMBERS

10 SEC
SUPERMAN

5 DEEP 
BREATHS

2

30 SEC REST

3

Try this workout song
' Don't Stop Me Now'
Queen

Race Around Australia is proudly brought to you by the School Sport Unit.

Click each image for
exercise technique
instruction

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hBp4dgE7Bho
https://app.education.nsw.gov.au/sport/File/4551
https://app.education.nsw.gov.au/sport/File/4532
https://app.education.nsw.gov.au/sport/File/4539
https://app.education.nsw.gov.au/sport/File/4537
https://app.education.nsw.gov.au/sport/File/4546
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hBp4dgE7Bho
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hBp4dgE7Bho
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hBp4dgE7Bho
https://app.education.nsw.gov.au/sport/


RAA WORKOUT 3
0.5KM

5 DEEP 
BREATHS

5 PUSH UPS

1
5 PILATES ROLL UPS 15 SEC HIGH PLANK

30 SEC REST

6 SQUATS

30 SEC WARRIOR
POSE

2

30 SEC REST

3

Try this workout song
' Take On Me'
A-Ha

Race Around Australia is proudly brought to you by the School Sport Unit.

Click each image for
exercise technique
instruction

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NaQ083rNUwc
https://app.education.nsw.gov.au/sport/File/4540
https://app.education.nsw.gov.au/sport/File/4536
https://app.education.nsw.gov.au/sport/File/4545
https://app.education.nsw.gov.au/sport/File/4542
https://app.education.nsw.gov.au/sport/File/4550
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NaQ083rNUwc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NaQ083rNUwc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NaQ083rNUwc
https://app.education.nsw.gov.au/sport/


RAA WORKOUT 4
0.5KM

5 DEEP 
BREATHS

5 TRICEP DIPS

1
15 SEC SKIPPING 7 MOUNTAIN

CLIMBERS

30 SEC REST

7 LUNGES

8 LATERAL JUMPS

2

30 SEC REST

3

Try this workout song
' September'
Earth, Wind & Fire

Race Around Australia is proudly brought to you by the School Sport Unit.

Click each image for
exercise technique
instruction

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DlSsIKn3HTU
https://app.education.nsw.gov.au/sport/File/4532
https://app.education.nsw.gov.au/sport/File/4539
https://app.education.nsw.gov.au/sport/File/4538
https://app.education.nsw.gov.au/sport/File/4548
https://app.education.nsw.gov.au/sport/File/4537
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DlSsIKn3HTU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DlSsIKn3HTU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DlSsIKn3HTU
https://app.education.nsw.gov.au/sport/


RAA WORKOUT 5
0.5KM

5 DEEP 
BREATHS

30 SEC WARRIOR
POSE

5 PUSH UPS

1
10 JUMPING JACKS

30 SEC REST

5 V SITS

5 TRICEP DIPS

2

30 SEC REST

3

Try this workout song
' Cheerleader'
Omi

Race Around Australia is proudly brought to you by the School Sport Unit.

Click each image for
exercise technique
instruction

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WcGq6uZMz7U
https://app.education.nsw.gov.au/sport/File/4548
https://app.education.nsw.gov.au/sport/File/4551
https://app.education.nsw.gov.au/sport/File/4550
https://app.education.nsw.gov.au/sport/File/4549
https://app.education.nsw.gov.au/sport/File/4542
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WcGq6uZMz7U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WcGq6uZMz7U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WcGq6uZMz7U
https://app.education.nsw.gov.au/sport/


Desert Survivors
Work for Term 4 Week 3



Answer Check
Please check your answers to 
the mapping activity from last 
week. Make any corrections 
necessary.

Give yourself a mark out of 10!



Bagging Leaves
You are going to set up some items for observation 
in this experiment.

You should have at least 2 snaplock bags.

The first bag will be the control, so you need to seal 
this bag and label it Bag 1 - No Leaves.

The second bag should contain some leaves from a 
plant or tree. Label it Bag 2 - Leaves.

I found a couple of different leaves, so I added 
another bag. Have a look at how I set them up.



You need to leave the bags in a sunny spot for a day or so. I had to leave mine for  
a few days as the weather was cold and cloudy.

Complete this table for your predictions:

Bag 1 - No Leaves Bag 2 - Leaves Bag 3 - More Leaves

Predict - Tell what 
you think will happen

Reason - Give a 
reason why you think 
this prediction will 
happen

Observe - Leave for 
the day or two 

Explain - Following 
the experiment explain 
what happened



Comparing Plants and Animals
Take a look at these two animals from different deserts in the world. There is a 
nocturnal fox from North America and a Bilby from Australia. Can you spot 
structural features these animals have in common?



Compare the leaves of this acacia (desert plant) and this oak tree (forest plant). 
How are the leaves of these two plants different? Why might that be?



Desert Plants Rainforest Plants



Work for today!

Answer these questions in your book:

1. What is surface area?
2. How would having a large surface area on their ears help these two desert 

animals?
3. Why would having a smaller surface area on leaves of desert plants help their 

survival?

Go back and check that you have completed your PROE table on your bagged 
leaves. Is there a connection between the bagging leaves task and looking at 
these plant differences? Explain your answer.

Useful words: evaporation, surface area, heat, desert, conserve, lose.



My Journey 
through Asia

By

______________



Your Task - A journey through Asia
You are going to study some of the countries in Asia.

These slides are for you to show your learning along the way. It is a good mix of 
information and creativity. You can complete as many countries as you can. 
Obviously, if you go into more detail, you will do less countries. If you are brief in 
your investigation, you will be expected to learn about more countries.

You should indicate on the map where you are travelling to and from. Choose a 
logical journey as you go.

Most of all, have fun on your virtual journey!

Please feel free to add more slides as needed.

Each country has 3 slides set up at the moment.



Map of your journey



Write a list of the countries you are going to visit as you go:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.



Country Name
Capital:

Population:

Currency:

Official Language:

Major Religion:

Insert Flag here Government
Research the form of 
government and any issues 
they are dealing with.

Trade and Industry - What are the 
major products and services of this 
country?
What are the main exports/imports?

Picture place - include 
any pictures here!



Environment
Include major landforms, rivers, 

mountains
Include flora and fauna known to 

this country.

Traditions
Include any of these:

Art and crafts
National Dress
Dance or Music

Food, Drink and Customs
Include any of these that this 

country is known for



A postcard from (Name the country)
Insert the text that you would write on 
the postcard from this country. You 
may like to include the places you 
visited or some of the attractions. 
(Delete this text to add yours)

Find a picture to be the front of the postcard.



Bibliography
As you go along, include any references or websites you used here:



Camel in Desert



Supplies

●  Art paper
●  ( Pencil
●  Black crayon
●  Food dye mixed with water (red and yellow)
●  Paintbrush



● 1 Start by spreading yellow food dye across the top of the art paper with paintbrush. Cover top half of sheet.
● 2 Add red food dye to bottom half of paper and slowly blend with the half way line making a horizon. Allow to dry completely.

Yellow

Red



● 3 Using a lead pencil draw in one or two camels to one side of the art paper. These can be difficult to draw. Use images of camels to 
help you draw them.

● 4 Draw some grass plants or desert plant towards the opposite side of the art paper.
● 5 Use black crayon to colour all the images




